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ASB Candidates’ Platforms Outlined Today
Davis Explains Candidacy

j want to answer what I feel
Is the most important question
that yoU can ask me. Why am I
tonight
running for ASB president?
During my junior year of col1eveinp.
lege I lived in Pakistan where I
Y." liii
ogs somewhat forced to become
he l:ni,
interested in government and othdid
stubik er peoples. Before I left I learned
the importance of the right to
tat eeb,
vote and govern one’s own affairs.
’ion to
However, on the way home, I
Wood
had an experience that I feel is
le um.
almost solely respon-sible for my
active participation in government.
mist of
In Vienna, at a World Communist
youth festival I watched a debate
titutite
at which Communist students from
als, and
the satellite countries tore apart
the structure of our government
genera!
and the ideals which we claim
while a group of American stuat (st,
dents failed to even present our
case.
nem
Rack at San Jose I became a" leve!,..
lee in government and also beins, t
gan to see the importance of a
the L.
governrepresentative student
less
ment.
As I’ve said in this campaign:
Representative government is the
erength of our institutions while
being the beacon of freedom
around the world. As such it must
ers
he worthy of your respect; and
on our campus that means it must

be actively responsive to your best
interests.
Representative student government is a learning experience not
only for our 500 foreign students,
but for each one of us. Today we
need to be strong in our conviction that representative government can best serve the total interests of mankind.
Therefore, I am going to work
to make representative government a reality and a stimulating
force to the students of SJS.

BRENT DAVIS
... presidential aspirant

in

Polls Open Tomorrow
0 r ASB Elections

Student voters will go to the polls tomorrow and
Friday to choose between 38 candidates running for
the nine ASB offices.
The 38 candidates represent an increase of six
over last year’s 32.
In the presidential race. Brent Davis, a chemistry major who lived for several years in Karachi.
Pakistan, is Sparta party’s top man. Ron Gerevas,
public administration major from Fairfield, is opposing Davis on the Paper Ballot, a student political
alliance.
VICE PRESIDENCY
Bill Hauck, Paper Ballot, is against Chuck Butters, Sparta party, for the vice piesidential seat.
Hauck has placed emphasis on college-community
relations; Butters’ prime objectives are student
opinion polls for better representation, and several
beneficial campus service innovations for students.
Rod Diridon, Paper Ballot man for treasurer, has
promised a hi -annual budgetary report to students
if elected. Opponent Carolyn Allen. Sparty party,
has pledged sincerity to the position.
THREE-WAY BID
In the race for attorney general, Sharon Brawley, Paper Ballot, Jack Stinchfield, Sparta party,
and Gary Olimpia, running independently, offer a
three-way bid for the judicial post.
Incumbent Everett Avila, Paper Ballot, has
summed up his objectives with a four-point program
toward efficiency in the committee system. Barney

Goldstein, Sparta party, phns a "two-way" representation plan for the ex. cutive secretary position.
On the Paper Ballot for senior representatives
(four elected) are Gary Wood and Jud Clark. For
Sparta party. Ron Bit-chard, Gwen Butts, Dennis
Holmes and Starr Trues.
Running for Sparta party for junior representatives (four to be elected) are Sandy Rewak, June)’
Sherry, Betty Hess and Penny Graham. On the
Paper Ballot, Joan Lee, Pat Ilearney and Steve
Frohling. Two candidates, Pete Motta and Barney
Deasy, are without affiliation.
LONE TAM(’ MAN
Only one candidate sponsored by TASC is running this year. He is Jack Pockman, candidate for
the above office. In the 1960 elections, TASC captured two offices with five candidates. TASC then
opposed SPUR, which for the first time in three
years, is not sponsoring a single candidate for any
office.
Paper Ballot candidates for sophomore representatives are Anne Davis, Dirk Eastman, Peg Kimball,
and Val Lowen. Sparta party contestants are Steve
Cornwell, Bill Erdman. Barbara Mitchell, Judy
Wood and Connie Newlin. Four will be elected for
this position.
In the only uncontested race, Steve Field. Sparta
party, and Don Krikorian, Paper Ballot, filed for I
the two graduate representative spots on the
Council.

Spa

for

1. To obtain more student participation and direction on the
academic policy -making committees of the College-Accreditations.
Improvement of Instructions. Fairness and Examination committees.

2. To develop a positive program
in order to secure community support of the college: this program
would include joint served projects and speaking exchanges.
3. To work for the improvement
of all campus and student facilities: strong support for the planned
Student Union. close-off campus
to off-campus traffic, replace Seventh st. with a mall or a park.
’expand the services in Co-Rec and
,..eekend rec activities.
4. To establish a positive program to support the campus traditions including Revelries. SpardiGras, and cultural events.
5. To increase communications
from the ASH to the students and
vice versa by a semi-annual progress report by the president, a
monthly news conference, and a
paid publications director.
6. To evaluate the student supRON GEREVAS
. seeks +op post port to the athletic program, and
dents in a businesslike manner, to initiate a program of directed
and to insure representative,re- student and community support
sponsive government.
to San Jose State athletics.
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Four Cuban Exiles To Discuss
’Tragedy of Cuba’ Today

tan
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

3 It L’

My immediate objectives
student government are:

’Once Supporters of Revolution

Iburnt
from
I Y’’

104,

Gerevas Tells Objectives
My objectives in student
ernment are twofold: first, to provide meaningful service to you
the students, and secondly, to initiate responsible student action
within the college community. The
main concerns of student government are to improve and to contribute to the academic environment, to provide a stimulating
and challenging cultural program,
to provide an activities program
for the development of your social
and special interests, to execute
the affairs of the associated stu-

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA WEDNESDAY. MAY 10 1961

Four Cuban defectors, each vitally concerned about the destiny
NO. 117 of his homeland, will appear on
campus this morning at 11:30 in
Morris Dailey auditorium.

of Kennedy
Greene Pictures China Decorated Photo
Wins First Place
Officer.
As Country on the Move Army
In KAM Contest

Talks Today

Felix Greene yesterday painted! most primitive areas, the people
a powerful picture of a China on have access to medical health."
"The hunger for education in all
the move in a lecture before a
A retired major general who has
underdeveloped countries is second
larcs’ audience in Concert Hall.
Greene, a lecturer, traveler and only to the hunger for food. The been decorated by three countries
For
his work in army and U.N.
businessman, declared that his two! first thing the Communists did
recent trips to that country led when they took over was estab- communications will speak today
him to believe that Red China "is lish ’spare time’ schools in every at 3:30 p.m. in CH235.
cooperative. It was rather touch- .
in a state of explosion."
, Maj. Gen. Frank E. Stoner, gm"The one impression you receive ing to see 40- and 50-year-old men , sored by the International
Relamost forceahly is that nearly 700 going to the first grade."
lions club. will discuss "The I.
Greene said the Chinese people
millionpeople are working like
portance of W
CommurucaCommunicamad. There is no idleness in China. "make a clear distinction between tion to
the U.N. and World Peace."
They have a tremendous sense of the American people and the
vitality that you don’t get any- American government" in their
SEVERAL JOBS
Chief of communications for the
where else compared to the Chi- anti -Americanism. He said that he
nose, the Japanese are letargic." , was standing in the middle of a U.N. from 1946 to 1950, General
he said,
huge anti-American rally that was Stoner also served that organiza"generating bitter feeling when lion in other capacities.
N1ATERIAL ADVANCES
some Chinese asked him where he
He served with Count Folios
Throughout his lecture. Greene! was from. "When I told them that Bernadotte. U.N. mediator to Palreturned again and again to the’ I was from America, they applaud- estine and his successor, Dr. Ralph
vast material advances the Chi- ed me," he declared.
Bunche.
nese are making. "When I was inl
General Stoner was in charge of
Moscow, I was taken to see examcommunications at all Big Three
ples of their enormous buildin.,
conferences, including Casa Blanca.
Program. But the Chinese buildin,
Yalta, Cairo, Teheran, Quebec and
rons t met ion is fabulous. Ttic
re - re gist sit ion for student Potsdam.
make the Russian construction prosuit he held all this !
gram look like peanuts." he said. teaching
MORE WORK
in TH150 for elcmentar
’as alsoin h
f
Greene, who made wide-ranging week
students announced
edueittion
tour, of China in 1957 and 1960
munications for the San Francisco
Hughes, associate
H.
Vergil
Dr.
while traveling on his British passconference on international organprofessor of elementary "1""" ization in 1945.
Port, declared that the Chinese
nen.
General Stoner received the U.S .
cotnntunists have concentrated
their efforts on "three main
Distinguished Service medal in
WWII. the Cross of the British
thrusts" -production, health and
Empire and the French Legion of
eduea lion.
Honor.
"Production has become a god
and a goal to the Chinese. Everyone talks about itit’s an obsessloe there." he said. Greene said
the Chinese have increased prodeetion in virtually every field
from machine tools to textiles. He
"This Is It," written by Alan W.
Indicated that the British expect
Reports (tom the finance, comrhina to become the third leading \’atis. will be reviewed by Dr. munications. and constitution and
profesassistant
Kato.
Katumitsu
?Austria’ ixnver in the world withcommittees will be the
sor of philosophy, at today’s book by-laws
in 10 years.
main items of business before the
talk at 12:30 p.m.
Student Council when it meets this
HEALTH CONSCIOUS
The book, a collection of essays afternoon at 2:30 in the College
"The Chinese have become very
health -conscious. People who have published in 1960. includes the text Union. 315 S. Ninth st.
In addition, the La Torre budget
,olds there wear surgical masks of Watts’ celebrated pamphlet.
:n order not to spread germs. I "Beat Zen. Square Zen and Zen." will he reviewed and a committer
to organize the post -elections in"olY saw al out 12 fn -during
-eht
Appearing for the first time in
entire four and a half months I the recently published book, are stallation banquet will be appointRon Gore;al. there." Greene sold that he- essays on "Instinet. Intelligence. ed Fly council chairman
Hre the revolutinn, the average and Anxiety." a study of the pars. vas,
feasant lived N nri died without
in the lit \ OS of self-eonscinusness, and
Neeiri ,
Satellite
"Spirituality and Sensuality," a Meteorology
discussion of the false opposition of Explanation Set
"Meteorology Satellite Program,"
’spirit and matter.
an explanation of the U.S. meteorhis
for
Watts is best known
ology satellites, will be given to,tsi
1:,,,, wtittit. the
representative of the Nal ,,,,,,i1 As- l books on Zen Oil d d it lam and morrow by Dr. Jay Wilson of the
streiation of Manufacturers, will i through his various books, has be- U.S. Weather Bureau’s satellite
laboratory at 9:30 a.m. in S258.
teak today at 3:30 in EMI.
come one of the most widely read
Meteorology Professor Arnold
Walton will dismiss "Free Enterworld.
modern
the
of
True Indicated cloud pictures taken
rise" as the guest of Students philosophers
invited
are
by satellites Tiros 1 and II will be
Atiainst Communism, according to! Students and faculty
shown by Dr. Wilson,
Bill Welk, SAC president.
Ito the book discussion.

Teaching Pre-Reg

Essay Collection
By Allan Watts
Reviewed Today

’Free Enterprise’

ouncioear
Committee Reports

will point out the "distortions propagated by Castro supporters" and
will give their opinions on what
Americans can do about communism in Latin America.
Speaker Kirkland, interpreter
for the group, had said earlier that
the Cuban people "were tricked
Into communism by the diabolical
brain of Fidel Castro" and that
"sheer mental terror keeps the
He said also that the four exiles people in Castro’s control."

Castro in the Sierra Madre; Waldo Estrada. Cuban labor leader before the Batista regime: Wilfredo
Bormto jr., son of a Havana professor of accounting.
CUBA TRAGEDY
SAC president Bill Weik, announcing the lecture. "The Tragedy
of Cuba." said the exiles will describe "the rise of communism in
Cuba, and the condition of the
present police state."

The son of a Havana professor.
a student who fought alongside
Castro, a former Cuban trade union leader, and an American, lifetime resident of Cuba, will tell
why they believe Fidel Castro has
Jerry French, graduate public I "betrayed the Cuban people" and
relations major, was awarded first ushered communism into the westplace trophy for his shot of Presi- ern hemisphere.
dent Kennedy in the fourth annual
SUPPORTED (ASTRO
all -college photography contest
All of them had actively supyesterday, sponsored by Kappa Al- ported Castro’s "26 de Julio" movepha Mu. honorary photojournal- ment and have defected within the
ism fraternity.
past year.
Title of French’s photo was "The
They are appearing under the
New Frontier." The trophy was
presented at a special KAM meet- sponsorship of Students Against
Communism.
Dr. Leo Kock who was distnissed front the faculty at the iniing yesterday afternoon.
’views on sex
The four are Ed Kirkland, Amer- %er-itv of Illinois last spring after expressing liberal
Dwight Miller, senior journalism
speak today in Spartan
major, was awarded second place ican citizen, born in Cuba and a in a letter to the college newspaper. will
for his photo series on the opera lifetime Cuban resident; David Ca - cafeteria rooms A and B.
/r Koch who has approved of pre-marital sex relations
"Cosi fan Tulle" entitled "What
p.m. as Ills, guest
the Audience Never Sees." Doug barrocas, former University of Ha- I - miller certain conditions.- will appear at 3:30
the ;,1";* elicitter of the American Federation of Teachers.
Carson, sophomore industrial arts vans student who fought with ;
major, took third place for his picHe will speak about the controture of a nude. All winners were
versy that has surrounded him in
I a lecture entitled, "Academic Freeawarded trophies.
’
dom and Freedom of Speech." anHonorable mention awards went
lnounced AFT spokesman Dr. Merto Carson for a closeup of a
TSHOMBE INDICTED FOR TREASON
Cadwallader. assistant professnail. "Slowly but Surely:" to WalLEOPOLDVILLE. The Congo t UPI I- -Katanga President Moise !vyn
ter Swarthout. junior art educaSOCK) O).
tion major, for a pot-trait of a Tshombe was indicted yesterday on eight counts of treason against ’sr 01.
a former assistant prothe
Congo
Republic.
Koch.
Dr.
coed. "Elaine:" and to Ed RapoThe charge against Tshombe included that 117 ’
fessor of biology, came to public
port, senior journalism major, for
attention last year after a letter
--Abused power and usurped powers of a chief of state.
a shot of a bus station, "The Long
--Without being regularly invested, proceeded to declare Ka- he had written appeared in the
Wait."
Daily Illini. In the letter he said
Sponsoring the photo contest tanga independent.
Arbitrarily forced his subordinates to commit crimes gravely that, with modern contraceptive
was Spartan bookstore.
information readily available,
threatening the peace of the country.
Dealt with foreign powers without referring to the central "there is no valid reason why sexauthorities.
ual intercourse should not be conCreated his own currency.
doned among those sufficiently
AMERICANS ’DETAINED’ IN CUBA
Ray Conniff ticket males for
mature enough to engage in it
WASHINGTON I UPI) -An -undetermined number" of Amerthe Saturday performanee "Conwithout violating their own codes
eert in stereo" at the San Jose icons are being detained in Cuba and about 300 are having trouble
id ethics."
will end today. getting exit permits to leave the island. the State Department said of moralit
civic auditorl
Tickets ran he purchased in yesterday.
111sNIV.;: I,
%1,
TH1R for $3. Deann Kinnear of
One official said possibly shoot 20 or 30 Americans rounded up
a Chicago
The
Inthe Social Affair’s committee
in MASS arrests following the recent invasion attempt may still be
minister. The Rev. Ira Latimer, to
dicated that remaining tickets under arrest.
Will he returned to the San Jose
institute a statewide campaign conBut he said this was a very rough estimate.
box office’ for downtown .61111.4.
demning the professor for his reANTI -STRIKE ORDER
WASHINGTON t UPI --The Kennedy administration is consid- marks. Eventually. several hunering an executive order designed to stop construction slowdowns dred parents asked the university
and strikes at missile bases, according to Sen. John L. McClellan, to dismiss the professor.
ID-Ark.).
Dr. Koch’s dismissal on April 17,
McClellan. head of the Senate investigations subcommittee, made
the statement Monday after talking with Labor Secretary Arthur five weeks after his letter had apJ. Goldberg.
peared. brought on more controMORE BOMBERS APPROVED
versy. Some 2000 students staged
Probation for three of five stuWASHINGTON (UPI) The Senate Armed Set-vices committee
dents involved in the "riots" of overrode President Kennedy and former President Dwight D. Eisen- a rally in protest of the firing,
March 4 has been handed down by hower yesterday and unanimously voted more manned. longrange and the president of the univer,
the college administration.
sity was hanged In effigy.
bombers for the Strategic Air Command.
Stern warnings against future
Chairman Richard B. Russell. (D-Ga.I. announced that the comCASE REVIEWED
"unethical" activities were given
mittee added $525 million for Strategic Air Command bombers in
to the other two students.
The former instructor plans to
approving a $12.3 billion authorization bill. The measure covers
Dean of Students Stanley C.
have his case reviewed by Illinois
procurement of missiles, planes and ships.
Benz said that the Student Justate courts and. if necessary. the
NIXON
HITS
’SELF-CENSORSHIP’
diciary’s recommendation WEIS acDETROIT UPI --Former Vice President Richard M. Nixon Yes- U.S. Supreme Court.
cepted in all cases.
At their own request, all stu- terday criticized President Kennedy’s recent appeal liar -self-censor"It May be that this could bedents’ names are being withheld by ship" by the press and said "the plea of security could well become
a test case before the Sucome
a
cloak"
for
errors
and
failures
by
the
administration.
the administration.
Nixon said "the kindest judgment that can he made about this preme Court for a redefinition of
One of the five was fined $10
and placed on two years’ proba- scheme" is that it was obviously "not thought through by the White academic freedom." Dr. Koch has
House staff. tion by municipal authorities.
stated.

Controversial Professor
To Give Liberal Views

world wire

Ticket Sale Ends

Probation Given
To Three Involved
In March ’Riots’

I

es.
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ASB Office Seekers Explain Prospective Platforms
BARNEY GOLDSTEIN
Most students are probably

BILL HAUCK

CHUCK BUTTERS

For Vice President
CHUCK BUTTERS
STUDENT UNION- A Student Union should definitely be
constructed on this campus for
the benefit of the students. On
most large campuses, Student
Unions are basic parts of the
campus.
- STUDENT OPINION POLLS
The use of student opinion
polls should be employed when
making decisions regarding major student body financial expenditures. such as the use of
Spartan Book Store profits.
POST OFFICE ON CAMPUS
All efforts should be made to
secure a post office on this campus. Many other colleges and
universities have the convenience of postal depots. The postal
authorities have been consulted
on this point and they seem confident that this is a possibility.
CHECK CASHING SERVICE
A service of this nature should
be placed on this campus for the
convenience of the students.
Many times it is practically impossible to cash a check on campus. A service of this type would
tend to alleviate this problem.
PARKING PERMITSParking permits for overnight parking should be made available to
all students from the San Jose
Police department. Presently,
only residents of the city can
obtain parking permits. Since
there are far more students on
campus with automobiles than
the campus parking facilities can
accommodate, steps should definitely be taken to secure parking permits for students living
on campus so that they will be
able to park legally on the city
streets overnight.

BILL HAUCK
In a democratic society it is
certainly the right and obligation of each voter to inform
himself of the desirability of
each candidate. I. Bill Hauck,
candidate for ASH vice president would like to take this opportunity to inform the voters
of necessary information concerning my qualifications, purposes. anti goals as they pertain
to student government.
First, qualifications. As ASB
chief justice this past year I

unfamiliar with the office of
executive secretary. There are
two main functions to this officethe first is assistant to the
president and the second is coordinator ot all ASB sub-committees, In order to fulfill the
office, you need a background in
committee work. I feel I have
this background. I am presently
president of the AIS. I am a
member of the Liaisons committee. Housing committee, and
Recognition committee.
As Executive Secretary, I plan
to put a personal touch to my
work. I feel that in order to
co-ordinate tlies e committees
you need to take a personal interest in your group. Not only
that, but you need to keep the
entire student body informed as
to what the committees are doing. You also need to keep the
committees informed of what
the students want. Therefore,
I will strive to utilize every possible means to let you know
what services the committees
are performing for you. Then it
will be your responsibility to tell
student government what services you desire in return for
your trust in representative government.

dent.
Spartacanm
counselor,
freshman camp counselor.
This experience will be channeled into accomplishing the following aims as ASB treasurer:
I. A bi-annual report on the
state of the budget, not only to
the Student Council but also to
the general Student Body.
2. An increase in funds channeled towards developing a more
dynamic and advantageous in t (.11111./ ral, co-recreational program and longer library hours.
3. A program to educate the
student body in the function
and operation of the Spartan
Shop corp., (Spartan Book
Store. Cafeteria, Spartan Foundation).
4. To devote every possible bit
of energy towards making the
Student Union for San Jose
State a reality in the foreseeable
future.
I, Rod Diridon, pledge myself
to accomplish these alms for the
overall betterment of San AAP
State College.

have become closely associated
with student government. In addition I have served as both a
Sparta Camp and Freshman
Camp counselor and as a member of the College Life committee.
Second. purposes. It can be
stated without reservation that
For Attorney General
my one overriding purpose Is to
promote and help in any way
SHARON BRAWLEY
possible San Jose State College.
The office of attorney genIt is my desire to see San Jose
eral is relatively new. At presState become, academically, one
ent there are four duties of this
of the top colleges in the nation.
office:
In addition, it shall be my purI. To prosecute all violations
pose to serve the students of the
For ASB Treasurer of the ASB constitution, by-laws.
college, through student governregulations and policies.
ment, with sincerity and dediCAROLYN ALLEN
2. To keep complete records of
cation.
the ASB constitution as to laws
I am running for executive
Third, and finally. goals. As
passed by Student Council.
treasurer because I am interesta member of the Paper Ballot I
3. To keep a record of all pered in student government and
freely adhere to the goals set
manent committee procedures.
most of all because I feel I am
down by the individuals compris4. To keep current copies of
qualified for the position. Stuing this group. Included in the
constitutions and by-laws of all
dent government has become a
Paper Ballot platform is a plank
recognized campus organizapart of my school life these past
concerning college- community
tions.
three years and I would be lost
relations. It is with this area
With the foundation set, it is
without it. I would like to inthat I am most concerned. In
now time to expand the office
terest more students because I
the past communication between
one step further. It is my wish
feel they don’t know what they
the college and community,
that this office be expanded to
are missing. I can’t say that as
when the total picture is conthat of assistant attorney gentreasurer I will interest more
sidered, has been practically
eral. Ready files should be kept
people but at least I can let
non-existent. It is my desire to
for those organizations who
them know what is happening. I
establish this needed communiwish to see their constitutions
will make regular reports on the
cation.
and other organizations. There
budget to the students through
is room for this office to expand
the Spartan Daily so that they
For Executive
to other committees to see that
will know what is being done
the attorney general keeps inwith their money.
Secretary
formed as to the happenings of
A college union is definitely
EVERETT AVILA
the campus.
needed on this campus; other
But of greatest importance is
schools have them, so should
The purpose of student govSJS. As a member of the Sparthat the person running for the
ernment is SERVICE.
office be concerned, experienced
tan Shops board which has conThe position of executive secand dedicated, all of which I
trol of the bookstore and caferetary may either be used to
maintain as personal standards.
teria profits ($200,000 now in
fulfill this objective by promottrust) I will try to represent
ing positive goals and actually
the students to see that this GARY OLIMP1A
producing something for the
money is spent for what they
ASB, or it may only be a veWith the adoption of a new
want. A college union and bookhicle for confusion and agitation.
constitution last April came a
store annex have been suggested.
If elected as your executive
change in San Jose State court
By student opinion polls I
secretary, it will be my objecsystem..
hope to gain a closer union betive to be FOR things rather
The old student court, which
tween the students and those
than AGAINST things; to
handled poster and officer listthat they have put into office.
BUILD, not to DESTROY.
ing violations, was replaced by
SJS traditions and spirit can
a more advanced judicial sysby
increased
strengthened
be
DIRIDON
ROD
tem. The judiciary’s control now
and
the
essupport of Revelries
As a candidate for the office
extends to criminal acts within
tablishment of Spardi-Gras as
the college community. Along
of ASB treasurer I realize that
an annual ASB-sponsored event.
with the new judicial system the
my responsibilities are many and
The Co-Rec program can be
varied. The following past exoffice of attorney general was
expanded.
periences speak of my qualificacreated. This office replaces the
The ASB can have a Student
tions for this office:
original prosecuting attorney of
Union.
the student court.
A senior accounting major,
These things CAN be done
The attorney general acts as
treasurer of my living group,
with YOUR support.
treasurer of SPUR, Recognition
a liaison officer between the
student body, the administracommittee, commencement comtion and the judiciary and prosemittee, past junior class president, present senior class presicutes all violations of the conga-

Approved Living Center
For SJS College Girls

.. .4r

Ij

Library Concert
Records scheduled from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
TODAY
Haydn: Symphony No. 101
"The Clock."
Durante: C erto in F for
String Orchestra.
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FOR HISTORICAL ACCURACY
AND AGELESS BEAUTY
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For Her: exquisitely dainty’
pear-shaped watch, goldfilled and shock-resistant.
$69.50

525 S. 9th St.

1064 LINCOLN AVENUE
SA VALLEY FAIR
66 SO. FIRST STREET

EL

1[1111.

60 rooms with 2 girls in each
capacity 120. Large closets, comfortable beds . . . desks for each.
extra large drawers . . . storage
space for luggage . . HiFi plus
intereorn to each room.
Baths include tubs and laundry on
each floor. Extra storage for personals . . . Vanity sink,. Terrazzo
floors.
"In" house dining with fountain
room for of’ meal time snacks. ElsCompare

:

18 HOLES IN 64
Lloyd ot
AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)
Mangrum’s 64 in the first round ’t
of the 1940 Masters Golf Championship is the lowest 18-hole ar
score in the history of that tournament.

TOMORROW
Debussy: Sonata No. 5 for
Violin and Plano.
Bach: Sonatas for Violin,
Flute and continuo.
FRIDAY
Vivaldi: L’F4tro If a nuordeo,
op_ 3.

WENDY GLEN II

Inquire and

cheie clate

ct
II

JP.
--waranme

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

Pianist Eugene Pridunoll
Long Beach. received $3000 and
a gold medal as winner of the
1961 Kimber award in instrumental music in Concert Hall
reeent ly.
Other finalists were Michael
Halperin of Reedley, Bobby Ta
bin of Santa Maria and Hence
Chevalier of San Francisco.
SJS instructors John Delavoryas, assistant professor id
music, and William Erlenilson
professor of music, made up the
panel of judges with Enrique
Jurda. conductor of the Sari
Francisco symphony, and Harald
Logan, concert pianist of Berkeley.
Dr. W. Gibson Walters, professor of music, presided over
the competition.
Preliminary auditions selecting the best young musician in
California each year, are held
by the California Federation of
Music clubs.

Market I San Antonio

I

Mark the event with a perfect picturea
family treasure in years to come.
Webbs can supply all your photographic
needs with the best in equipment, in developing and finishing. To insure better
picturestry Webbs first.

Long Beach Pianist
Wins $3,000, Medal
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tution and by-laws of San Jose
State.
To date our judicial system
has been in effect approximately
one school year, and appears to
be a success. However our judiciary can be improved.
An assistant niturney general
would be a great help.
Presently, the justices on the
judiciary lack written criteria
for making their decisions. Such
criteria ale needed.
Finally, a standing committee
to act as liaison between our college and the city of San Jose
should be created- with the attorney general as a member.
As a candidate for the office
of ASB attorney general I have
a full understanding of the responsibilities connected with this
office. Furthermore, I have a
sincere interest in the office and
in student government as a
whole.

vator service. Study parlors on each
floor. Zone control heatingsummer
cooling. Carpets in the rooms ...
Guest Parlor which includes large
fireplace. skylighting, end interior
decorating to please the most discriminating. A date and quest room
for friendsa room for parents to
visit in private.
This residence will provide the
most in comfortable living for the
serious student.

CT 34644

or

CT 24711

6 weeks $45.00 ROOM ONLY
6 weeks $110.00 ROOM AND BOARD

For Him: handsome new
Sea Hawk, ultra -thin,
waterproof* and shock resistant Gold-filled. $75

(Prices Include Federal tax)
Prcr, ’Jed Ca’.", crystal and crown remain Intact

USE

Cottons
HIS
& up
Featuring:
Cocktail Dresses
Formals
Complete wedding attire for
$29.95 & up
Rh. bride
Open M & F ’til 9 p.m.

OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN
No interest or carrying charges

LAN

W.

euieterJ
L

N and JUNO

SINCE 1904
NEST AND SAN FERNANDO IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
All Parking

Lot TirkNA Validated

1
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flTItT 1147 VITT.T.10N9
The gross
NEW YORK 0111
debt of federal, state and local
averments in fiscal 1961 may
approximate $360 billion, accordto the Tax Foundation. inc.
This figure, a new high, represents an average family debt burden of $0400.

Reps. Present Pianks

; this problem qualifies 1111 1. i,41! 1 1 I 11111.111 1 er,11Nell1.4114.1. 14, S111
in this gist! One ’,Motion lilent Council and feel with this
’ to the problem may be in upetilie i experienee I know what the
arens
which
would benefit and in- entails.
RON BIRCHARD
Wrest the st i il eni s.
In order to have a well-func
"What student government is
For this teason, I rim behind a tinning ASH there must be better
at SJS is up to you, the students!
to.,.
iv-evaluation
of
the ASH budget communication between Student
of SJS. Not just one group or
DISCOUNT
and student bookstore funds, which Council and the class governments.:
another but all of you will be
TO
in turn could lead to a more in- This means effective and
hardrepresented by the school officers;
STUDENTS
tensified cultural
program a spe- workingre resentative
nd
therefore, each of you should exer- cific’
benefiting
stuthe
OUR WORK
The "Council Commentary."
cise your franchise and VOTE.
dents.
FULLY
which is a newsletter to all stu"If I am elected, I will attempt
illARANTEED
dents, needs to be strengthened
to represent you and your beliefs I
to inform the students of what
as to what should be accomplished j SANDI REWAK
A class representative has a re- is happening in their government.
Courkiy 5ekviiion &mice during the next year.
"I would appreciate your sup- sponsibility to Student Council in
a rri to 6 p
Hours
port. Above all, be sure to vote regard to voting Intelligently. Ile
577 E JULIAN StREET
BARBARA MITCHELL
is also responsible to his class and
tomorrow and Friday"
CY Still
I plan to stipriort the Sparta
therefore should Wend class rimer
ings. If elected, 1 pn
la to merit:- Ir:111y !dal totin Which includes the
K
JUD CLARK
prorate a trairtion system by which correetion ul mishandling of ASH
JUST ARRIVED!
1. Juil Clark, candidate I r a representative will be present at appointments uith the philosophy
Loden Green
senior
ass representative feel class meetings to report Student that iaganizations and individuals
!hat my participation in student
Council activities. The establish- will receive csmitable consideraCrew Neck Sweatshirts
,ietivities has given me the exper- ment of a postal system and issu- tion in order that representation
sites
ience necessary for this position. ance of overnight parking permits and participation be cooperative
Sm.. sled large Xlarge
Among these activities are Blue are my aims to serve the student’s rind not politically competitive.
Key honor society, Spartan needs better.
’Fhe most important part of this
Shields, WRIFC and Student
Other Colors: Gray, White, Red.
My platform is Service through platform is "increased student parYellow and Navy
Court.
ticipation" -without this goal the
Represen t at ion.
I feel a particular emphasis
ALSO AVAILABLE
quality of student leadership and
Zipper Necks, Boat Neck,
should be placed on student pargovernment will decline. I plan to
Roll Collar and Hooded
ticipation in questions of academic JUNE SHERRY
apply these ideas to next semespolicy, a concerted effort to bring
Wan] III In’
itini01 repre- ter’s math class.
about better college community sentative to ASH(sinned hoe:else
relations, and additional support I fool that Student Coo,
I, the newly organized inter-class key to resisinsible,
es melt.
government. This is where all
the legislation concerning the A
,T
sociated Student Body originat,
This past year as sophomore retim
sentative, I have gained experience
For Junior Rep.
Pre-med students will take part
and knowledge that will guide me
in a panel discussion concerning
next year if I am elected your junBARNEY DEASY
preparations for medical school at
A few weeks ago the Spartan ior representative. I am willing and a meeting of the Pre -Medical soDaily published an article concern- ready to work with renewed ef- ciety tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
ing class government and its many forts for the ASH- all that is lobby of the Health building. Jim
problems. I am seeking the office ’ needed is your vote on May 11 Graham, president, announced.
of junior class representative with and 12.
Eight students have been acthe intention of instigating legisvented by medical schools throughlation that will overcome
out the nation, he reported yesproblems.
These include: Marshall
For Sophomore Rep. terday.
I have served as sophomore
Brovvn, University of Cincinnati;
president and vice president in the
I tick Christiana and Jim Graham,
DIRK EASTMAN
past year.
l’insersity of Utah; Hob Clausen,
while serving as freshman repIf elected, I will support the
inter-class council and strive to resentative to Student emitted University of Chicago.
Roberta Jacobsen, University of
make class government a useful this past year, I have noticed !WV Nebraska; John Hazen and Dan
, and necessary link in our student era’ problems.
body structure.
1. The problem of communica- McDaniel. University of California
tion between Student Council and and George Latham, Tulane uniAND THE
class governments: In order to ersity
STEVE FROHLING
NEW
solve this problem I would attend
I plan to initiate a new workEXCLUSIVE
class meetings and give an oral
able network of communication bereport on the proceedings in St SMITH -CORONA
tween the Student Council, class
answer all qurgovernments and the ASH. I want dent Council and
CORONET
tions asked of me.
new
traestablish
revitalize
and
to
ELECTRIC
2. The problem of getting moth ditions at San Jose State. I will
An "Israel Festival" celebrating
PORTABLE
work toward better week -end rec- lied people participating in class
the 13th anniversary of the birth
reational facilities on campus for government into ASH positions:
In my report to class council I of Israel is being sponsored by
men and women. I will work for
!the Israeli students and the Jewimproving the needed college and would include a list of those ASH
ish Council of San Jose, according
community relationships. Finally, positions open for application.
to Epraim Gugel, spokesman for
I want to encourage and stimulate
the Israel students.
participation in school athletics PEGGY KIMBALL
The festival, which will consist
I believe that the communicathrough increasing our scholartions between Student Council and of Israeli folk song and dances in
ships and improving facilities.
the student body should be im- addition to art, craft and photo
proved. Now the council sends a exhibits, will be held Sunday at
PATRICIA HEARNEY
newslet ter. "Council Commentary" Temple Emanuel, 1010 University
I, Patricia Ilearney, if elected to to the living groups and I would ave.
The doors will open at 6:30 p.m.
the position of junior representa- like to see this letter continued
ENTER THE NATIONAL
tive to the Associated Student and strengthened. Through strong- and the program will begin at
QUEEN
COLLEGE
Body Council. am willing to give er communications student gov- 7:30. There is no admission charge.
CONTEST,,. College Girls
unselfishly of my time and energy ernment should become more vital All interest:A students are invited
How would you like to reign as
to adopt measures necessary for to the students of San Jose State. to attend, according to Gugel.
America’s College Queen?
he general welfare and to protect
Make TV and personal appearances?
!tie interests of the ASH.
VAL LOWEN
Win more than $5,000 in fabulous
As a member of the legislative
-erkarel as
poles? Hurry to
i branch of the student governmill
Students seeking a selective
!I shall attempt to carry out 1r \
service deferment for the next
, powers and functions in a manner
academic year should request an
that will bring efficiency to the
Associated Student Body.
SSS 109 or SSS 103 form in
, Adm103 before leaving at the seMoliere’s "The Vs’ould-He Gen- mester’s end. A student must have
BETSY HESS
BUSINESS MACHINES
the
tleman." first film made by
been in attendance a full academic
I am primarily concerned with world-renowned Comedie Franyone to lie eligible.
I
,
Fernando
the much discussed student apathy. caise, will he shown twice tomorI see a great need for concen- row as part or tho Classitr
trated efforts in uniting the stu- progtam’s weekly Sig ti-Spi.11441)1’1,1
roorrrrear Apphcahon Form and furl
, s. Contest Clot** May 20, 196L.
dent body and feel my interest in by the Cultural Affairs committee
The film will be shown at :t
p.m. in Mcrris Dailey auditorium
and at 7 p.m. in Concert Hall
Only three lions still roar at
The showings are free to student,
the foot of Mount Minerva of the
and the public.
Robert Orem, coordinator of the Hgma Alpha Epsilon front yard
series, repotted individual instruc- :is it were.
set
and
with shampoo
Early Tuesday morning persons
tors have required students to see
the showing. He adviser:I the "feas- unknown started up a tractor
ible and urgent" attendance of equipped with a scoop shovel curstudents at the afternoon per- rently being used to clear t he
formance. Since the film only ’
Chi
lasts one hour and 35 minutes. ground for the new Theta
there will he no interference with fraternity house. The tractor was
show time and the evening meal driven off the construction site
in campus housing, he said.
and down 11th St. about half a
"The Would -He Gentleman" is block where it was aimed at one
Make your appointment
a comic satire in French with
lions that
now for the JuniorEnglish subtitles. It was written of the smaller concrete
1670 by ISIollere tat a theme guard the SAE house.
in
Senior Prom, May 211th
The bulldozer won.
of keeping up with the Joneses.

For Senior Rep.
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Wednesday. May 1(1 WA

,ticipate

Lambda Chi Pushcart Relays
tart All-School Carnival
’1111.

1,:111141,i

C111

.1141:11,14

A41/11,1

Pushcart relays beginning at 230
Friday afternon start the all school Spring Carnival, Bill Olmsted, carnival chairman hat- announced.
Karen Stilley, Stun 16-year -old
elementary education major from
Sacramento, has been crowned
Crescent Girl for Lambda Chi’s

l’1(,111

Ni-s

11,1111411

,

reign over the 1961 Pushcalt rt.lays.
Following the relays, dinner will
semed in the cafeteria between
4 3U and 7 p.m. Tickets Ira the
dinner are being sold for Si at
a booth in front of the cafeteria
Today and tomorrow, the carnival
chairman said.

m.
revnt Cafe
r’tlpf:’s :I llraciion. will perform
dur:rig dinner Friday. Stee Fruhimp of the S.reial Affairs committee has indicated
Booths lui the earni al will be
set up in the faculty parking lot
Thursday evening at 6 arid must
be completed by Friday noon.
Olmsted reported, lie explained
!hat booths wit consist of throw mg whipped cream, water balloons or lot ten pee, II S ’tennis.
;iiilir

sluttkitt’,
11‘..1.1 I

ttrol
es,tion

11 1

ONLY $2.59

The Boys Store

Pre-Med Panel
Talk for Tonight

College Shop

KAREN STILLEY
. . . blonde victor

WIN A

FREE
TRIP TO
EUROPE

Birth of Israel
To Be Celebrated

Deferment Forms

French Comedy
Shown Tomorrow

sWeetwoots4

Three Lions Roar,
Fourth Groans

Free Haircut

Permanent Waves $5 Complete

PRETTY PUSHERCarol Cadmus attempts to motivate Steve
Gossett in one of the pushcarts to be entered in the annual
Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart relays this Friday. Giving Miss Cadmus a hand are, Mike Davis, left and Fred Meyer. right; all three
are carnival committee members. Carnival chairman Bill Olmsted,
extreme right, supervises the struggling group.

5

candy, popcorn, sty vones and
candied apples.
A latin combo will provide a
musical bucking for the dance
scheduled from fi:30 until midnight. Later ill the dance, Olmsted
indicated that trophies will be
awarded tor Pushcart relays and
tor the hest booth and the buoth
making the most mirney Ile added
!hat ASH election results will be
,11110tilleed

in a series of polls conducted bs 1.s111 student representatives* in over 100
colleges throughout the

nation.

s

Light up an 1.31.

.,tutl answer

Pack or Box

other
at bottom of page I.

answers With those tif 1,3/43

college at [’dents

Question =1:

Do

you favor coeds wearing Bermuda shorts to class?

Yes

Answer:

Question =2:

(MEN) How much

No

money do you spend on a Saturday night

t(talitoe,oEnNt)he
m
average?
How

much money do you estimate your date

spends on your Saturday$1:3i.gsh,t date, on the average?

Less than $3

Answer :

$10-$14
Over

Question *3:

$20

Do you favora5-n$e"
elective speed-up system to allow qualifyn
ing for a BS or a BA in three years?
Favor speed-up system_Don’t favor speed-up system_

Answer:

Question *4:

Check the occasions when you’re most likely to smoke more

Answer:

in

than usual:

class
On a date
At sports events
Under stress and strain
Listening to music
Watching TV
On week ends at home
At bull seafionn_ While studying
After studying

ris:

Open: Mon., Tues.,
Thurs. & Fri.

Wed., 9 a.m. to
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

7 p.m.

Campus Beauty Salon
2/SA E. San Fernando
CV 3.1186

Bet. 6th 8, 7th
Across horn the
Adm. Bldg.

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS
Completely equipped to fill
’fil 9

per.

Mon, &

Thurs./

iNou$ E:

all

your stereo and Hi -Fl needs
1 sint’

,v71 D

.1141.

2417 Stevens Creek Rd.
01

CYpress 5-0388
fnear

Valley Fair)

Start Fresh with L11 ...Stay Fresh with

11

1.;
\\
Answer, Question ’I: Wu: Yes tri7
1,
Is’ -Ne
Answer. Question *2: r Men’s 1111r1
.L
mbined):
tithe $::. 23 . $3-$9, 55’,. $10-614. 9’ .. 015-520,
rvel 620, VS.
Campus Ansuer, Question
.3: Favor speed-up system
Opinion
Don’t favor
: -r.
Answers: Answer. Question *I : In class 2’’. speed-up
On a dm, s
: sports events C.:,
Under stress and strain :26’ .. Listening to music 4’ . Watt hr e Ty 7, .. on week ends
at home 3’
At bull sessions 22’, . While studying 2’ .. After sttidsinsy 3’
you ..oioe i* your lossines, If
you .ntoke,
logic. I. our*. lots agape freph
pith I. %t, pod *Oil ort, freh Pith I. n11. Do Issas nith slrieslosul lis-ls for g I. The
necrei? Floor seal ..,
special pat, of
hitt oo irittg 1011114,0 144 ...al iss natural
loltiereo fresitter...... optimal tolimero anodise., 1.ei frehhioina
11.
Ina l&M Campus (Wotan Poll was taken at OW 100 cootie’s wits.re t&so ha,
bt a statistically random solection ot all undergraduate sows

,i,vrecettatives. and Ma, col
slew I tett II Myers Tobacco (
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Kennedy Meets Press
On Security News

SOPH-FROSH MIX

14111

’ Thou Shalt Not Kill’

U.N. Technology Aids

Eight and White House Press Secretary
WASHINGTON (UPI)
newspaper and press association } Pierre Salinger, Felix McKnight,
executives conferred for 70 min- executive editor of the Dallas
utes yesterday with President . Times Herald and president of the
Kennedy and later announced ar- ASNE, and Mark Ferree of the
rangements for continuing consul- ScthiraippastatHemowe’anrtd
rsof and
tation with the government on President of the ANPA, issued
In
behalf
news.
security
1,:tiunal
all
A spokesman for the group said, . e%piireg,e7Ahs.tsihdeneoennnewt st:.heesapaxdesucpeubajtrecni%
ntthatforthearenywamsancohinneeer)d
however, that
group arid
and the

Worldwide Security
(Editor’s note: this is the
sia-part series OM what is being
world
don to help insure perm,
peace. Tomorrow: U.S. Peace Corps.)
FRED ACWARTZ
The United Nations, in an effort to help kinder -developed countries strengthen their national
economies took steps to provide
technical assistance as early as
1945.
The objectives of the technological assistance programs are to
"enhance regional, and ultimately
world-wide security...
Participating organizations iQ
the combined U.N. program are
the Food and Agricultural Organization , FOA’, the World Health
Organization ,WHO,, the United
Scientific
Educational.
Nations
Organization
Cultural
and
IUNESCO, and the United Nations Children’s Fund ,UNICEF..
FOA
FOA was established in 1945
to promote international cooperation for the conservation of natural resources arid improvement of
food production.
The organization is concerned
with enlarging the world’s supply
of food. particularly in underfed
areas, and making it available to
large parts of the world’s population at prices they can afford.
locust
combatted
FOA
has
plagues in Asia and Africa. developed grazing lands in the arid
parts of North Africa, replanted

Students Without
Tourney Compete
Among Selves
1,0’.. vii’ ..: a a.bating
team without a tournament will
debate today at 12:30 p.m. in
S326.
The subject will be "Resolved
that the United States should
adopt a program of compulsory
health insurance for all citizens."
The two students, Necdet Erez.
an electrical engineering major.
and Jack Small, a police major.
have been preparing for a tournament at the University of Hawaii
this weekend.
But the debaters hae been
unable to finance their trip to it
has been cancelled. according to
Dr. Herbert Craig. acting director ’
of forensics.
The students requested traveling funds from the Student Council hut were turned down.
event,
tomorrow’s
Following
billed as a "Lincoln -Douglas Debate." a question and answer period is scheduled. The public is invited. Dr. Craig said.

lands bordering
the Mediterranean. and introduced
new seeds. fertilizers. crops and
farming methods to under-developed areas.
The annual budget of FOA is
$8.5 million, provided hy its 77
member governments.
WHO
WHO was organized in 190
for "the attainment by all peoples
of the highest possible level of
health."
Among its wide range of functions are the furnishing of trained
public health assistants to work
on projects to eradicate epidemics
teach sanitation methods and to
promote public health. Most of
this work is done at public clinics.
and
conferences
on
seminars
health matters.
WHO has made great strides in
recent years in controlling leprosy.
It has also checked tuberculosis
in various areas by improving
sanitation and using HBO serum
WHO has started a project ’to
eradicate malaria in such underdeveloped areas as Africa. Asia.
the Middle East. and South and
Central America.
This agency has one of the largest annual budgets of any of the
organizations providing technical
assistance. $17 million, contributed
by its 87 member governments.

1.calarly in under-de eloped coo..’
tries.
Its programs are broadly concerned with problems of child
environmer
nutrition,
health,
protection
a n d
clothing,
mothers.
The organization’s main work
is done along the lines of education and initiating child care programs. UNICEF provides supplies
and equipment when communities
cannot furnish them.
UNICEF dues not receive any
funds from the U.N. Its operating
money is obtained from contributions made by governments and
the public. For every dollar given
to UNICEF. the receiving country
puts up the equivalent of $2.50.
The organization’s expenditures
have been estimated at more than
$25 million annually, with a trend
toward an increasing budget.
Although these specialized agencies have received less publicity
than their parent organization
the U.N.-they have played an important part for world peace by
providing technical assistance to
under-developed lands.

5.1,14.

WHAT ABOUT A TICKET?Students are reminded that
Thursday is the last day to purchase tickets for the Soph-Frosh
beach party to be held Saturday at Santa Cruz beach. Charles
Hunter and Ray Chew purchase tickets from Susan Fernandes
and Barbara Mitchell at the booth in front of the cafeteria where
tickets are available for $I.

FCC Chairman Tells
Broadcasters To Improve
,

UNESCO
UNESCO. established in 1946.
has as its objective the spread
of knowledge to "increase efficiency. to raise living standard.s.
and to increase understanding and
tolerance of world nations.
Since ie.ter one billion people in
the world are illiterate education is UNESCO’s primary purpose. The organization promotes
international seminars and conferences at which countries c a n
exchange scientific, cultural a n d
technological information.
UNESCO has sent missions to
FACULTY AWARDDr. Alice
a number of countries to help
G. Scofield, associate professor
them plan educational program,:
of English and secondary eduto reduce illiteracy. It has also
cation, was named "Faculty
sent tools where they are most
Woman of the Year" by the
needed to enable people to develop
AWS. She was presented for
their o ’Ur ’ ries.
The organization’s field is so
her service a desk pen set at
broad that any activity which
the annual Women’s Week banhelps spread knowledge and inquet Sunday in the Spartan
farmation regionally or internacafeteria.
tionally. comes within its area of
operation.
Budgeted at $13 million annually. the agency is backed by 81
,
member governments.
UNICEF
UNICEF. created in 1946 to aid
children of war-devastated coun- was given to the SJS science detries. now has shifted its emphapartment last weck by a recent
sis from emergency relief to con- visitor to Mexico.
tinuing child care programs. parAccording to Dr. Edward Harrington. associate professor of biology and science cducatien, the
turtle had been harpooned through
the back and thus suffered the
consequences.
The 35.4 foot long specimen will
be preserved. Dr Harrington said,
and will be added to the herpatnlogy collect ion
iN native of the western coastal
viatets of Southern California and
Mexico, the turtle reaches weights
of from 300 to 500 pounds One
specimen captured off Key West
weighed 700 pounds. A gourmet’s
special. it is prized for its green

Science Dent. Gains
Dying Sea Turtle

"the kaid of lead aid
The up
WASH iNGT ON I UPI I
chairman of the Federal Com- ership that newspapers and magto
inunications Commission told acme’s assumed years ago,
broadcasters yesterday they would make our people aware of their
have to improve the quality of world."
programming if they expect to
With the growing responsibili- I
stay on the air.
ties of the United States abroad
FCC Chairman Newton N. Min- and the prospects that internaow, 35. said in a speech to the
tional television will be a reality
National Association of Broadcasters convention that radio and in the near future. Minow said.
TV have failed to meet the stand- "we cannot permit TV in its presards of newspapers and magazines, ent form to 19, our voice over He described the majority of TV seas:,
_ _
-ho.. as -a ’.1stwa14ind’
I 4 14)1

11,10 1:( 1
C.,nIt.
I 1S
o idly observe the squander
of the public’s air waves." he sa
describing them as a "precio
natural resource."
Minow s address was his f,
policy pronouncement since he became FCC chairman two months
ago.
In a bluntly worded discussion
of broadcasting problems. :Minow
said he was unalterably opposed
to gm ernment censorship of TV
and radio programming But he ’
,aid he would use all the power
in his hands to make broad,
live up to their obligat.
trustees of the public air ssto

’
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with Coke!
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JOE’S TELEVISION

99 N. 10th St.
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Third & San Fernando
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SEARS
ROEBUCK AND CO

from our top designers.
patterns to distinguish
your slim suit

9995
Career or campus minded? ... you II go for these designer.fresh
patterns that spice up natural shoulder suits. Whether you lean
to wool worsted flannels or hopsacks, you’ll find a variety of burn.
ished tones, herringbones, stripes, plaids, checks in gray or olive.
Wear with matching vest for added dash. Regulars, Longs, Extra
Longs for fit that can’t be tied ... come in today!

Contestant Photos
Due for Display
1,..:.graphs

A. S. B. Attorney -General
;AB PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

s the elected
officers and directors of the Amer.lean Society of Newspaper Editor’s
and the American NewspaperS.
Publishers assn, and the president, of the AP and UPI"

Approximately six bicycles, ps.i,lv belonging to SJS students no
being held by San Jose police. The
bicycles were recovered after their
thefts were reported.
Police have been unable to locate bicycle owners. because of
lack of licensing. Possession must
I
be made through identification.
Students may contact the San
Jose police bicycle bureau between
I and 5 p.m. to make bicycle ident if icat ions.

CV 2-0462

Musical Revue
To Begin Friday

FOR

President assured the
group that the administration in.
tends to continue its policy at
free access to the news and that
no form of restriction is conicalplawte,de o"resrueggheesrteeda.

Corsages
Bouquets

14 1.1ER1

LEADERSHIP
He said television should gr

GARY
OLIMPIA

Stolen Bikes Found:
Owners Must Identify

of
pthe press
and national security growing out
of the President’s speech before
the Bureau of Advertising of the
American Newspaper Publishers
assn. It was agreed that the government and the press group
would continue to review this
subject and meet again in several
months.
phe

ALTERATIONS
WOMEN S CLOTHING

Reelries producllvi. 5501 begio
two -night run Friday at 8:15 o:::
in Morre Dailey auditorium.
The musical revue will make it,
debut as a part of the Spring
Carnival.
Tickets for the show are on
sale in TH16 for 25 rents. They
may also be purchased at t h
door.
The 18-member cast includes
everything from guitar and harp
players to Impersonators, COM,dians, singers and dancers. accord’’
ing to Brian Donahue, publicit
director.
Featured attiring the cast will
,he vocalist Patricia Ann Trat-,s
recently chosen Miss Greater San
Jose of 1961. Miss Trais will sing
of contestants for
"Moonlight
in
Vermont,"
and
the Joe Collcer-Betty Cced" con"Lullabye of Broadway."
test, sponsored by the senior class,
must he submitted by this Friday
The 19-year-old coed from Torto the Coilego Union, 315 S. Ninth rance was also recently selected
St or to Betty Lupton, 201 S. to tour in the SJS review
11th St.
This Is College?"
Student directors of the
The photos will be displayed in
front of the cafeteria and book- variety show include Cathi Purstore May 15.19, according to Miss, cell. Kevin Selii,-man ,Ind Larry
I ;pion. Voting v,ill br.
the
’anaga.
ily-a-..nte method.
, 11 st

BETWEEN BITES

voluntary or otherwise, to screen
news stories in the national security field.
Yesterday’s White House conference stemmed from Kennedy’s
April 27 speech before the American Newspaper Publishers assn.
in New York. In that speech he
called for a new measure of self
restraint in printing stories involving national security. Kennedy’s speech came shortly after
the ill-fated invasion of Cuba.
The meeting was requested by
’ the officers of the ANPA, the
! American Society of Newspaper
Editors. Frank H. Bartholomew.
president of UPI. and Benjamin
N1cKelway, president of AP.
After the meeting with Kennedy

Wires Suits

Miiridion
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$i 1198 Pr
Finely styled, mesa ra welt 1,,
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West Coast Relays:

FOR THE RECORD

Striders, US( Lead
Field Event Entrants
Elf, ’WOO PHIPERS
discussing track and field
,louts, one can not get through
than two paragraphs before
Cniversity of Southern Celli:, receives mention. The Tr. just happen to be without
d on the cinders,
usual, the 1961 version of
SC representative specializes
with a capital D. The
depth
,ength of the boys from Troy
,,pecially apparent in the field
eiiN Athletes at the West Coast
oils at Fresno Saturday will
aye a good number of talented
Mans to deal with.

ry O’Brien, all !terror lll i l tg for
the Southern California Striders., are SC alums.Italika, from
nearby Palo Alto, has tossed the
dist. 194-7,2 in 1961. 111
phreys
has a 184-5 mark to Ids credit
and O’Brien, a late entry for the
meet, has thrown 181-4 this
season.
The javelin event is limited to
open competition but one of the
contenders for the Fresno title
may be junior college star Frank
Cowin of Citrus i.eCovelli threw
245-7 one year ago.
The man to beat is Chuck Wilkenson of Redlands. Wilkinson is
the only collegian in the nation
with a better 1961 mark than
Dan Studney’s SJS record throw
of Friday night. Studney hit 244-9
to put him ahead of US(’s Bob
Sbordone and Dick Tomlinson.
Both the Trojan stars had better
1960 marks than they have
achieved this season.
The Striders will be represented
by Larry Stuart (242-11), Ron
Ulrich (245-4) and Steve Seymour
(250). Jan Sikorsky of Camp
Pendleton Marines rounds out the
top participants in the event.
The broad jump should be highly competitive with Darrell Horn
of Oregon state and Dan Moore
of Stanford the pre-meet favorites.
They are the only competitors
who have surpassed 25-feet this
year. Jerry Close of Oregon, Luther Hayes of USC. Dick Van Kirk
and Joel Wiley of the Striders.
Jim Johnson and C. K. Yang of
UCLA and Gene Wilson of Pepperdine only partially complete
the field. Walt Roberts of the
SJS flush is the top entry for the
locals, hosing leaped 24-7,At in
1960.
Dallas Long of US(’ is in a
class by himself in the shot.
Ills murk of 64-312 Is four-feet
better than that of UCLA’s
Clark Branson. O’Brien (taints
that he hasi given up the shot
and will compete only In the
discus at Fresno.
Ron Morris. an Olympic silver
medalist, and Jim Brewer of
Southern Cal rate highest among
the pole vaulters. Dick Gear, Jeff
Chase and Dick Kimmel] of the
Spartans are all good possibilities
for points.
The hop, step and jump features
Herman Stokes and Alvis Andrews of the S.C. Striders.

.11Ien

VS(’ will have at least one
rang entry In each of the Fresno
,Itt events. In the high jump,
co -captain Bob Avant Is the
,-itt national king, having
d 7 -feet this year. Other
,ipants will be:
g Faust, Striders (6-10% );
Zubrinsky, SJS (610); Hank
Washington state (6-9)
\oral Grundy, Southern Cal
III 1960),
discas is probably t h e
es eat for ESC and lure
s has.. "only" Jim Wade, a
llama er. The Fresno field
ol the best ever asseinil for a relay meet. Rink
&Oka, Bob Humphreys and ParGUARANTEED TV $25 & UP
\,w Radius $10.95 & Up
If IMO, &H1-17 REPAIRS
Open 7 Days Week
DILLARD’S TV & APPLIANCE
S. 2nd
CY 2-1253
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Northern (7alifornia track %orders formally have recognized the
brilliant performance of San Jose
State’s Dan Studney in last Saturday’s All -Comers track meet by
naming the burly Spartan field
athlete of the week.
Studney broke the SJS javelin
record with a heave of 244-9, second best erdlevi:t it. ef ft,rt in the
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111’501,1 lid
11tT TF.I
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A & M Auto Repair

24, Wed. 44
-0. Fri. 2-6. Sat. 11.6
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ler-frest
rOu lean
of burn.
,rolive.
)s, Extra

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
Special Student Rees
CY 5-4247

456 E. San Salsador

uNDERwOOD

ROYAL

REMINGTON

Ipewrt eri
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase pri.,
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN -

18

Nor

Est. 1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

!.0 Parking

CYpress 3-6383

24 S. SECOND ST.

Preferred by all

active men who seek

d dependable self-winding watch

111) IONIER KOsKEI.A
The SJS tennis team captured
its second consecutive WCAC
championship in Los Angeles Saturday night as they ended a
tough season with a fine 12-6
record. Lee Junta, Bill Schaefer,
and Gordy Stroud led the Spartans in upsetting top-seeded Pepperdine.
Schaefer, a senior playing his
last match as a Spartan, teamed
this year with Junta to retain his
half of the conference doubles
championship. Schaefer won the
title last year with partner Nick
Scharf.
Lee Junta nearly brought home
the singles championship also For
the SJS netters, but a three-hour
match in the semi-finals had
taken too much out of the Spartan star. Doug Clarke of Pepper dine took the singles title, but he
and teammate Richard Williams
were beaten in the doubles championship match to provide SJS
with l’Perige.

JUST ROUTINESpartan Dennis Johnson finishes the 100 in
usual style in Friday night’s SJS All -comers meet at Sunnyvale.
Johnson became the first man in track and field history to tie
the record (:09.3) ’,hrpe times :- a season.

Turnbull, Jurivich Win
Spartan ’Stat’ Crowns
it’,1 It (".1’.16.55 1)145 I.
poor on the
Fair at home
road tough in its league.
That - in a nutshell --- is the
story of the San Jose State baseball team for 1961. Ed Subczak’s,
crew finished with a 16-23 season
record that inspired no rave notices, or invitations to post season
competition - - hut it won the
title in West Coast Athletic Conference play with a 9-1 record.
The Spartans, winning only
three times in their first 20 outings, came on to triumph in IS
of their last 19 games. They won
Iltinivipal
Ii of 20 at home
stadium. On the road they were
little more than pushovers, Winning- but fIve times in 19 tries.
Individually, J oh n Jurivich,
Dave Turnbull and Doug McChesney gathered most of the laurels.
Jurivich. the big outfielder
who’ll be back in 1962, recorded

C.S. this season.
It marked the second time this
year that Studney had eclipsed a
Spartan record. He hurled the discus 137-7 to become the best alltime Spartan in that event.
The big sophomore has been
beatenin the spear event only
twice this season. It took Stanford’s Alt Batchelder’s best th")".
ever and a sore back to place
Studney secini,l ri :r Rilo Alto
meet.

Large Field Slated
Mural Track Meet
Stillii61}’S

1111161111111,11

will feature the efforts of all fraternities, Allen and Moulder halls
and the 155 Club, according to
’Dan Clines, intramural director.
"About 35 to 40" independents
I are expected to participate in the
meet, he said.
The track meet will include
eight running events, including relays, and six field events. One of
the field events will be the baseball throw.
The preliminary trials for the
meet will get under way at 10 a.m.
Sunday at Spartan Stadium. Finals start at 2 p.m.
All those participating in the
meet must attend a meeting today
t to (;hne.

OMEGA
AUTOMATIC

Open Mon
and Tinos
Nights ’61 9

for the finest in
VP.4

FROM

clog
irkfol
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91 South First St., Downtown
307 Town & Country Village
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Netters Win WCAC Tourney

Studney Honored by Scribe;

111\1.’1.: PICNIC BASKETS

wpanemay, Max’ in inci

Second Straight

HAIRCUTS
see Bud, Joe, Pete, or Jimmie
at
jimmies barber shop
Nest to Moshers
52 So. 4th
Open daily 9 to b Closed Sun.

one of the highest batting marks
in Spartan history by slamming 45
hits in 103 at bats for a tremendous .437 average.
Turnbull. the overtime Spartan
hill ace, led the SJS staff in virtually everything that makes a
college pitcher a big league pros
pect. Dave was the leader ill
games (17), games started (13,
complete games (111, innings
pitched 1113), strikeouts (91) and
victories (8).
Third baseman McChesney, the
1960 batting leader at .346, skid
sled to .262, but his value as
lead-off batter was ever-preset.
He topped the club in runs scot,.
(32), walks (38) and stolen bas.
(25). McChesney’s prolific thi(,.
ery on the bases should find hiit
on or near the top when nation.,
records are officially released.

Not counting errors. "Mac"
was on base at least 66 times in
36 !zanies. Unfortunately, he’ll
nitt be back in 1962.
Another man who won’t be ba(
- a senior like McChesney Bob Maytorena, ERA leader wit
2.53. The slender righthand,,
sometimes susceptible to wildnenevertheless finished five times I!
as many starting assignments.
Jurisieh, "Mr. Offense" in the
Spartan attack, was the pa.’.’’
maker in hits (45), triples (fit,
ttttt e runs (2). RBI (25), extra base lilts (II). total bases (6fl
and average (.437).
Senior shortstop Larry Togn.,
lini led the club in doubles
.n
eveBob
stiPiment
w
Outfielder
led in games played 138) and
hats (121).
Prime culprits in making 11,
Spartans’ non-league record so ir
distinguished (5-22) were Stan
ford and California, who beat t h.
Spartan.s three times apiece. S,r
Francisco Slate and Fresno Stat..
whipped San Jose twice each, with
both of San Francisco’s triumphs
shutouts.

inort(k Str I t% on a 1,1
the Davis coppers did not phiy,
thatch tor SJS in the second the
Spartans were impressive .4.1
round of the slimiest disisiton
toe 4-3 win over the team which
when he upset third -seeded Wilhad former Stanford star Jack
liam’, The uisi presented a PepDouglas. Douglas, incidently, is
perdine Mill from gaining the
the other Davis copper.
quarter finals where he would
A number of Spartan netters
Isaac been gisen a point toskards
improved to a great extent as the
the total score. The Spartan. season
progressed. Next year looks
went f;n to uln a total of 13 even better
for the Spartans as
points to nine for second place
the only senior on the team is
Pepperdine.
Bill Schaefer who played tennis
Besides winning the conferencer for SJS in all of his
four years at
championship again, the Spartan Si jns,.
netters enjoyed another high point
during the past season. Just about
a month ago SJS whipped t 11
TYPEWRITERS
highly-touted U.S. Marines who
RENTED
have, among other highly ranked
Special Student Rates
netters, two members of the
latest models
Davis cup team. Although one oi
fully guaranteed
free exchange
WE

16,61 NbEM
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modern office machines co.

22c
ROOSEVELT CLEANERS
916 E. SANTA CLARA

!nee
Cal ikok Store)
FREE DELIVERY
CY 3.5283

1,..)

124 E. San Fernando

For smooth trouble -free driving

SERVICE NOW!
411111111111 Iliiiiii
WA
%111=1.11
V

k

Very few cars are self-sustainingmost need
regular and complete servicing. Oil
oil
filter
transmission
differential
these
and other lubrication points need periodic
attention. If your car is being serviced haphazardly or not at all you are losing money

MIS
.

due to increased wear and inefficiency! So
don’t postpone a lubrication
it will only
worsen the condition of your car. Instead,
drive to Yager & Silva today for a complete
Shellubrication!

You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION
1. BRAKES
2. STEERING
3. LIGHTS
4. SHOCKS

5.
6.
7.
8.

TIRES
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL
FAN BELT

9. BATTERY
10. CRANKCASE
H. RADIATOR

At Yager & Silva, service isn’t merely
an afterthought it’s paramount!
timmi111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111uffit
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1st hour

All day .2_

75c
up to 3 hrs.
$10.00 per month

i 45c

i
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NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 year’ of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for this degree of risk
involved," says George lot, Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that a married men
with family responsibilities is
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Damage
55,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $10 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may sere
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 91741 (day 8 nits).

Now at Yager & Silva a
START A

New

Only 200 stamps fill a book.

C.A.S.H. Stamps

Your full book is worth $1.00 to
in cash or merchandise.

y A GER
25 Years
serving
State Students

BOOK SOON!

C.A.S.H. Stamps are worth 1/20 each.

Red & White

Cc

cash bonus!

$5.00

s Liir A
SHELL - ., - ...:.

t

CCRNER 4TH & SAN FERNANDO

Ife

, co

Step,
from the
Campus

CY S-8,68
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ORPHANS ON A PICNIC
ttk
t

Orchesis Plans U.S. Pledges
Poems, Dance, Sub Support
Music May 19 To NATO
dance group. will present a pro.
gram of poems set to music and
interpreted through dance in Morris Dailey auditorium, Friday. May
19, at fl:15,
Tickets, priced at 50 cents for
students and $1 general admission,
are on sale in student affairs business office. TH16.
Choreography for the estimatcs1
30 men and women who will dance
was done by Miss Margaret Lawler, assistant in education. She has1
been working "most of this year"
in preparation for the dance concert.
Orchestra members and the SJS
Madrigal group will provide live
music for the dance concert.

TWENTY-SIX ORPHANS
from the Ming Quong home,
Los Gatos, were accompanied
by approximately 35 members
of the freshman class at a recent picnic at the Los Gatos
city park. The picnic was this
year’s freshman service project,
of which Margo Sinclair was
chairman. Recreation at the
picnic included softball and relays, which resulted in prizes
being awarded to each child.
Food for the picnic was supplied by the Indepeedent
Householders assn.

SEC. DEAN RUSK
me

SPEAR %%ORIN
isters of the NATO alliance at the
The dancers will speak the
second day sessions of their curwords to this selection from Lewis
rent three-day meeting here, high
Carroll as they dance.
conference sources said.
Miss Lawler’s work as choreRusk did not spell out the offer
ographer and arranger of the show
in detail, hut it was understood
will go toward partial fulfillment
that it will include five nuclear
of the requirement for a Master of
education.1submarines equipped with medium
Arts dezree in
range Polaris missiles.
The foreign ministers agreed
1; earlier on the need for strength-

SJS To Hold
Summer Institute 113-lin-

’ening emergency plans to deal with;
lany sudden crisis with Russia over

0.T. Barbecue
Set for May 20

Tickets for 1 ht. .1nEnlal Occupational Therapy club barbecue will
be on sale until Friday. They can
be purchased in the O.T. classes,
announced Florence Tong, pubheity chairman.
"The barbecue will be held May
)0, at the Easter Seal camp beginring at 11 am. Club members can
purchase tickets for $1. Non-membets will be charged $1.25 and
.
children
75 cents." stated Miss
Tong.

F

Tod
Td ay

hteeM

The fre,1191,,11 ciass illii mee"
A warning
’airing that Soviet Russia
rive-day institute in creative may be building up to new de- day at 3:30 p.m. in S210 to
education for tearhers at all levels mands on Berlin and may sign a cuss Friday’s Spring Carnival :.,
of education will he held at S,TS separate peace treaty with East the freshman -sophomore to,. .
1
June 19 to 23. according 1" ..’)e
Germany was given the confer- Party to he held Saturday, an11. West, dean of summer sessions.1enee at its opening Monday by nouneed Dallas Hall. freshman
class
This will he the first such insti- Rusk.
tute offered on the west coast.
Acknowledging the seriousness
The objective will be to bring oot ; of the situation. Norwegian Forthe full potential of the teachers eign Minister Halyard Lange proand to encourage the development ; posed today that the "big four"
of this potential in their students, of the conference the
United
"Greater creativity is essential , States, Britain, West Germany and
for survival in our changing France
review possible counter- , Pre -medical
,i/..
world." Dean West said. "Our in- measures.
1Health Building ;
stitute will explore what educaInternational Hi’ iation etii.
tors ran do to develop a more
meeting, speaker: Maj. Gen F. .
imaginative, creative approach to
Stoner. C1-1235. 3:30 p.m.
education." he added.
TASC, meeting, (’H238
Frank E. Williams. associate
Lutheran Student assn., :
professor of aeronautics, author
300 S. 10th St., 11:30
and teacher of creative problem discussion group: 7:30. P.m.. .1
solving, will be the director of
trine study group.
institute, of ler red for one Om,
Public Reis tin ns committ,.
Faculty members and advanced ,
of credit.
I merging, College Union. 2:45 ;
degree candidates interested in apSAC, meeting. Cuban speak,
Dr. Vergil H. Hughes, associate plying for the annual Vera Chris.
.
al ey einE 191 WM,
professor of education and a mem- tie Graduate Fellowship award fori orrss
her of the National Association for research in the personnel field may am.; E118. speaker; Russ Wa.:
Gifted children, will he the asso- obtain further information in Adm- National Association of Mar ,
turers. 3:30 p.m.
elate director.
269, according to Don Ryan, asNeuman club, meetim;
sistant to the dean of students.
Fifth st.. 8:30 p.m.
Majors in the areas of economics,
SPENDING GOING I’P
TOMORROW
NEW YORK II’PI I -Total gov- business administration, psycholHillel, meeting, 79 S. Fifth
ernment spending federal. state, ogy. political science and sociology 7:30 pm.
research
and local- -may reach $161 billion are eligible for the $1000
Society of Chemical F:ngineers,
in fiscal 1961, the Tax Foundation, grant.
meeting, speaker ; Tom Da’i .
research must pertain to the
The
ectimates.
inc.,
search engineer with S ta
field of college recruitment and
It represents an average tax
Chemical co., E105, 8:15 p.m.
placement.
$100
family,
burden of $2850 per
Social Affairs committee, n
grant imposes no restricThe
fiscal
higher than the previous
ing, CH162, 3:30 p.m.
tions on other followships. assistArnold Air society, me
rmpl,vtrent
I speaker; Dr. Elmer H. Staffelt..
faculty dining room of cafe’,
7 p.m.
Alpha Gamma, meeting. A111
2 1,iii
Sossion. 2 r
will to wl
CLASSIFIED RATES:
r-.P., to SJS. 423 5-,
25e a line first insertion
4 1.’22.
20e a line succeeding insertions
2 Ii1111 minimum
Wasted
TO PLACE AN AD:
DIRTY LAUNDRY, for Students Laundry
(THIS WEEP
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the pedestrian crosswalks," Di.,
Strasser said.
He added most of the jaywal,.
ing is done by students walk;:
to or from cafeteria meals.
NO ACTUAL ACCIDENTS
Committee members added that,
while there have been no actual
accidents, they have seen several
near accidents in which ,jaywrilking
students were involved.
Dr. Strasser has asked students
to follow light signals at inter.
sections near the campus.
Asked if the closing of Seventh
st. could help the problem Di.,
Strasser answered, "We have a
knotty engineering problem on our
hands when it regards city
streets."
METAL POSTS
Also discussed at the meeting
was the problem of metal loss
placed on campus sidewalks.
Dr. Strasser said this its problem which faces some institutions
Several proposals to help pH,
trians avoid these posts are synod.
uled to be reviewed at the l’ornMit.
tee’s next meeting, possibly in
early June.
"For the moment, students and
faculty will have to be extra careful in avoiding these posts," Dr.
Strasser indicated.

Increased jaywalking by SJS
students and faculty has resulted
in a plea by the campus safety
committee for students to observe
street safety rules. The plea was
issued following a recent comnuttee meeting.
Dr. Marland K. Strasser’, committee co-chairman, pointed out
that jaywalking not only Is dangerous but also causes traffic congest ion.
Areas in particular where jaywalking has been observed have
been at the intersections of Seventh and Ninth sts. on San Carlos
at., Dr. Strasser indicated.
"These areas, near the dorms,
are frequented mostly by dorm
residents who do not stay inside

The
OSLO, Norway, tUPII
United States told its allies yes terday it will commit Polaris missile-carrying nuclear submarines to
the defense of NATO.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk
made the offer to the foreign min-

POETRY AND IDEAS
"Poetry, as a source for ideas,
lifts been used in a variety of
ways," Miss Lawler explained.
"Sometimes it is an integral part
of the dance; sometimes it is merely a starting point for the development of an idea; and in some
cases a moment or image in a
poem has been isolated and enlarged upon."
A highlight of the program is
"The Lobster Quadrille." from
Alice in Wonderland. According to
the program, the Mock Turtle and
the Gryphon undertake to show.
Alice what a "delightful thing a
Lobster Quadrille 1st"

Safety Committee Issues
’Stop Jaywalking’ Plea
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Rules Meeting
Frosh-Soph Party Set for Tourney
Tomorrow will be the last
day in which students will bc Participants
able to purchase tickets for the
Soph-Frosh beach party at a
booth in front of the Spartan
cafeteria for $1, announced Ray
Chew, publicity co-chairman.

Poetic Tragedy
To Be Presented
The Cenci," Percy I
ley’s poetic tragedy, will be presented by the Speech and Drama
department as a staged reading
Friday and Saturday at 8:15 p.m
in Studio Theater.
The I
1819
and
performed six times in history,
will be presented with no suggestion of scenery, costumes or actual
staging. The based -on-fact story
concerns the villainous Cenci family of Rome during the pontificate
of Pope Clement VIII in 1599.
Tickets will be sold at the door
Prices are 50 cents for studen,
and $1 general admission.

Hillel Nominations,
Elections, Tomorrow
Nominations and election of fall
1semester B’nai B’rith Hillel officers will he held tomoi row night
at 7:30 in Newman hall, 73 S.
Fifth St.
All members are urged to attend.
according to Larry Miller, Hillel
president.

who have signed up for
the annual all -college badminton
tournament must attend a pretourney meeting during which
ground rules and other tournament
particulars will be explained, according to John Sherman, pubicity
director.
Participants in the singles tourney will met at 6:45 tonight and
doubles entrants will meet tomorrow night at 6:45. Both meetings
will he held in the Men’s gym.
Approximately 40 students have
signed up for the tournament
which will begin tonight at 7 with
the singles division. The doubles
end of the tourney will begin a’
1 o’clock tomorrow night.
Trophies will be awarded to winners and runnels-up in both divisions, according to Sherman.
The all-college badminton tournament is sponsored by the ASB
and conducted by Co-Rec.

Lynwood Grads
Eligible for Grant
Lynwood high school graduates

now doing tipper division work at
SJS are eligible for the $200 Lynwood Parent Teacher a.ssn. scholarship, according to Don Ryan,
assistant to the dean of students.
Applicants must have maintained
a C average or better during their
freshman and sophomore years,
have a recommendation from the
college last attended and show evidence of financial need.
Applications may be picked up
at Lynwood high school and must
be returned by May 15.

Chemical Engineer
To Give Lecture
Chemical- not atomic- I.,,,otors
will be the lecture topic of Tom
Dao, research engineer f ram
Stauffer chemical co., tomorrow
evening at 8:15 in E105.
Richard Douglas, president nf
the sponsoring Society of Chemical
Engineers, said the title of Diro’s
talk is "Small Scale Reactors for
Pilot Plants." Pilot reactors, said
Douglas, are scale equipment for
larger chemical operations and can
be tried out in a pilot operation.

Luau Ticket Sale

Tickets for the eighth annuaL
Hawaiian club luau will be on sale
today through Friday at booths in
the Inner Quad and in TH16 for $4,
announced Pat Sue, club vice presi-1
dent.
The luau will be held Saturday I
in the Women’s gym from 6 p.m
to 1 am. Price of the tickets will
Square Dancing
include prnfessional Hawaiian enTonight at Co-Rec
tertainment, dinner and an after
i dancing, featuring the dinner dance, Miss Sue stated.
experienced calling of Harold Ad.
tams, will be the main event at
, Co-Ree’s Round -Up tonight at 7:,
in the Women’s gym.
As in the past, volleyball, ping
Any Korean vet planning to
pong, shuffle board and softball transfer to another school for sum will be on the program.
mer school or at the end of the
Publicity chairman Margo Pizzo fall semester must check with the
claims more than 400 students vet office. Adm1.03. Proper forms
have been attending Co-Reg pro- must he filed before the start of
grP111S.
the new semester.
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